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Awesome Bible Cover!! I have a lot of bibles and have 3 covers for my favorite study bibles and all

of the covers I have are from christian art gifts and I love them all But I think this one is my new

favorite :) the purple is a bit darker than the picture but still very pretty. The zipper and handle

seems very sturdy as well! Buy this for yourself, a friend, your mother or grandmother!! You wont

regret it :)

Looks exactly as described.. No issues with this Bible cover at all.. Very attractive and useful..Bible

fits pretty snug and strap can hold a fat marker one one side and 2 pens on the other side ( although

it clearly made to accommodate one) I also have room for sticky tabs in the pockets ..prettier in

person!

This is everything it is purported to be. Its absolutely beautiful. The quality is amazing. I would buy it

again in a heart beat. This would make an absolutely wonderful gift.

Beautiful Bible cover! I have bought about a dozen of these Divinity Bible book covers in all kinds of

styles. Love this purple one! The butterfly area is a satin shiny type fabric, so pretty! I love the tuled

purple faux leather. There's a nice cross silver zipper pull & pen holders. You can slip church

bulletins in the end holders. This was a gift & she loved it! Also got the matching coffee mug! I think I

need to get one for myself!

It was nice. However the book I bought it for was smaller/thinner and the carrier was case was

unable to hold the book securely. However, it was able to be used for another book.

It's a nice and sturdy bible cover. The color is vibrant and it holds more than just a bible.

It fits my Bible perfectly and it's sooo pretty. Received so many compliments and ended up ordering

the blue one for my aunt!

This is my second one I love the quality and the price is great, keep up the good work blessing ppl .
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